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       Unfortunately this is the last time for me 
to do a little rolling of the dice and reveal the 
membership number of a very nice person 
in our club.  This contest was designed to 
get the membership to read the newsletter 
from cover to cover and find the lucky mem-
bership number hiding somewhere in each 
issue.  It is not working, so the executive  
(they are some people that are supposed to 
be smarter than me) decided that this would 
be my last roll of the dice.  They said that 
they did not want me to get into the habit of 
rolling dice and take up “gambling” (that’s a 
new word for me), but no one will explain what 
“gambling” means to me.

       We still do not a have a winner... that’s three issues in a 
row that no one has claimed their prize.  It makes me won-
der whether they even read the Collector or just didn’t find 
it. Member #307, Mr. Johann Walkowiak you missed your 
number on page 51 for the first prize and member #415, Mr. 
Carl Herteis missed his name on page 52 for the free mem-
bership.  So the first prize a CTC Truck Series 1 Number 2 is 
once again carried over to this issue.

       A quick recap on the rules.  There is only one and its 
simple.  No one is to help someone else out.  Please be hon-

est and let them read the “Collector” to find 
their membership number.

 The three dice are each numbered from 0 
to 9.  The dice are in three pretty colors, a 
red, yellow and purple dice.  This is how I 
read them, the red dice is the first number, 
the yellow is the second and the purple is 
the last number.  So when I roll the dice with 
a little bit of drool for luck and the red dice 
says 4, yellow dice says 5 and the pretty 
purple dice says 4.  Then my daddy wins! 
But I won’t let that happen.  But if I roll 567 

then my Mommy wins, but to be fair my fam-
ily will never win because some people may say I fixed it.   
Now I have to do this several times, because sometimes I 
might roll a membership number that might be too high and 
has not been issued so far, or that member is no longer a 
member of our club.  Too bad for them!  Happy hunting and 
I’ll give you a clue, its not on this page.  That would be too 
easy.

       Once you find your number, write my Dad or even me, 
tell us where you found it and the prize is yours.  Snail mail 
me or email me.  Best of Luck!!!

Master Jacob Hamilton 
c/o Kenneth Hamilton,  2673 Constable Road 

Mississauga, ON   L5J 1W3  Tel.: 905-403-8833
E-mail:  kenandkara@sympatico.ca 

JAKE’S LAST LUCKY NUMBERS - CONTEST
by Jacob Q. Hawkeye Hamilton #600

ANOTHER MINOR VARIETY!
by Sandy lipin #333

       I don’t know if this minor variety has been reported 
yet but here it is anyway.  On the S24-B and the S26-B 5¢ 
coupons there are two small white dots above the letter U 
in the word “UNIQUEMENT” on the reverse bottom of these 
two coupons.  The fact that they are from different series 
is interesting.  The same 1996 plate must have been used 
in order for this mark to appear as it did.  l have found this 
minor variation in the 2000323640 to 2000324752 range on 

the S24-B coupons and in the following serial number ranges 
2004604037 to 2004611682 on the S26-B coupons
2007122957 to 2007134552
2012106257
2012109265/6
       Below is a photocopy of the variety which appears on 
the S24-B and the S26-B notes.


